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H-Nationalism’s Weekend Reading series highlights recent and thought-provoking reviews, blog posts, brief articles, and op-eds. We do not endorse the views expressed by the authors referenced here and encourage critical reading. Have something to say about something you read? You can use the reply feature to offer reflections and criticisms, as long as these do not pertain to the personal integrity or motivations of the authors of the referenced items. All comments are subject to pre-publication review, inline with H-Net policies. Feel free to contact Justin Collier (collierjustin@gmail.com) and our main editorial email account (editorial-nationalism@mail.h-net.org) with any questions or suggestions.

Dear All,

Financial Times has an opinion piece discussing how to tackle resource nationalism.

RawStory published an article covering recent comments made by Noam Chomsky arguing that American democracy is in danger and 'proto-fascism' and 'white nationalism' are the ingredients for a GOP’s coup. The Independent has a piece covering how the white nationalist group Patriot Front was heckled recently after trying to join an anti-abortion march. CityWatch Los Angeles has an opinion article arguing that white Christian nationalism is tearing the US apart.

South China Morning Post published an article about recent comments made by a scholar in China claiming that China’s Gen Z is overconfident in its foreign policy goals and cautions against nationalism driven by key opinion leaders. The Sentinel Assam has an op-ed on Chinese President Xi Jinping’s use of cultural nationalism.

The Jerusalem Post has an article looking at antisemitism in Ukraine.

Times of India has a story about recent comments from a virologist in India that continued vaccine nationalism could lead to new COVID variants. The Wire has an opinion piece claiming that PM Modi’s India has entered the genocidal stage of nationalism.

The San Diego Union-Tribune has a story about Israeli nationalists protesting...
against the evacuation of a settlement.

Greater Kashmir has an opinion piece that focuses on nationalism’s impact on migration.

Regards,

Justin Collier